Purpose. To measure the wavefront aberration at different locations in progressive-power lenses (PPL's) isolated and in situ (PPL's plus eye). Methods. A Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor was used to measure progressivepower lenses and human eyes either independently or in combination. In each selected zone, the lens was placed and tilted accordingly to simulate natural viewing conditions. We measured 21 relevant locations across an isolated PPL (plano lens of power addition of 2 D). In six of the locations, the wavefront aberration of the eye plus PPL were obtained in two ways: (1) by direct measurement of the system and (2) by adding the individual wavefront aberrations of the eye and the lens for each appropriate zone. In every case, we obtained the wavefront aberration as Zernike polynomials expansions, the root mean square error, the point-spread function, and the Strehl ratio. Results. Along the corridor of the PPL, third-order coma and trefoil, and astigmatism were the dominant aberrations. In areas of the PPL outside the corridor, astigmatism increased, whereas other aberrations remained similar to the lens center. Small differences were found between the direct and calculated methods used to obtain the wavefront aberration of the eye with the lens, and the possible sources of errors were discussed. In some lenses zones, the aberrations of the lens may be compensated by the particular aberrations of the eye, yielding improved optical performance over that present in the lens alone. Conclusions. We designed and built a wavefront sensor to perform spatially resolved aberration measurements in ophthalmic lenses, in particular in PPL's, either isolated or in combination with the eye. The aberrations appearing in the PPL were compared with those in normal aged eyes. (Optom Vis Sci 2003;80:106-114)
T
here are different methods for measuring and evaluating the performance of optical elements. In the area of visual optics, several techniques are routinely applied for testing contact lenses, intraocular lenses, or ophthalmic lenses. These methods can be grouped as interferometric, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Ronchi tests, 6 -8 Moiré deflectometry, 9 -11 Hartmann tests, 12, 13 or even methods to directly measure the shape of the surfaces.
14 These methods usually estimate the optical quality of the isolated lenses without taking into account the optical performance of the human eye or the combination of the lenses with the eye.
Over the last few decades, researchers have measured the ocular optical quality using several methods: early subjective methods to estimate the ocular wave-aberration (WA) function, 15 objective methods to measure the double-pass retinal images, 16 -19 and the more recent Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor 20 -22 to objectively measure the ocular aberrations. In addition to testing the ophthalmic elements in optical bench, some studies have estimated the optical performance of contact lenses and intraocular lenses with the eye (in situ). Eyes implanted with both monofocal and bifocal intraocular lenses were measured with a double-pass system. 23, 24 The image quality in eyes with contact lenses was also estimated by using a double-pass apparatus 25 and a Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor. 26 Ophthalmic lenses still continue to be a widely used solution for compensating refractive errors and, in particular, are the most common alternative for a suitable correction of presbyopia. Physiological and optical parameters are taken into account when designing progressive-addition lenses or (as we will refer within the paper) progressive-power lenses (PPL's). The global performance of PPL's can only be assessed using an on-eye extensive evaluation. However, some physical tests might be used to evaluate specific optical properties of the isolated PPL's. For instance, Castellini et al. 13 proposed a Hartmann test to measure the spherical power, astigmatism, and prismatic deviation of progressive-power lenses.
It is well known from ray tracing analysis that PPL's present astigmatism induced by the gradual change in power. 27 Although both theoretical [27] [28] [29] and empirical results 13, 30, 31 have well documented the presence of astigmatism, little is known about the high-order aberrations of these lenses. Some previous studies 29, [32] [33] [34] concentrated on the theoretical shape and size of the image of a point through a progressive spherical power surface, but as far as we know, there are no experimental results on the aberrations at different locations of PPL's.
In this paper, we describe a Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor, specially designed to measure the spatially resolved aberrations in progressive-power lenses (and, in general, in any ophthalmic lens), both isolated and in situ. The lenses were positioned and tilted to make the measurements at different zones simulate real directions of sight. We also explored the nature of the aberration coupling between the lens and the eye by comparing the aberrations of the lens-plus-eye system with those in the lens and the eye measured separately. Finally, the high-order aberrations for all zones of this PPL were compared with three normal older eyes.
METHODS

Experimental Apparatus
A schematic view of the apparatus used is shown in Fig. 1 . It is a Hartmann-Shack (HS) wavefront sensor system that has been adapted to measure ophthalmic lenses and human eyes either independently or in combination. The principle of the HS sensor has been extensively described elsewhere. 20 -22 For this reason, we will only briefly describe our system, emphasizing the modifications we made. The measurements are obtained using monochromatic green light (543 nm) from a He-Ne laser. This enables comparison with psychophysical measurements performed in visible (green) light. 19 The beam first passes through a linear polarizer and a neutral density filter to control the intensity of light. A spatial filter (M&PH), consisting of a 20ϫ microscope objective and a 10-m pinhole, creates a point source. The emerging beam is collimated by lens C. A revolver of circular apertures (P1) controls the beam size. Using a removable mirror (m3), the system can measure either only the ophthalmic lens or the eye, with or without the ophthalmic lens. To measure only ophthalmic lenses, one more removable mirror (m4) directs the beam to the posterior surface of the lens. The size of aperture P1 limits the maximum size of the ophthalmic lens on which the WA can be measured.
To measure the ocular WA, a point-like source is formed on the retina. A narrow beam is produced by a 1.5-mm aperture (P1). Lens FL corrects the focus errors of the eye (with or without the ophthalmic lens). A pellicle beam splitter reflects the light toward the eye. The light coming from the retina passes through the ocular media and the ophthalmic lens in direction to lens L1. The exposure level at the cornea was always lower than 50 nW for a 3-s exposure. This corresponds to approximately 3 W/cm 2 for a 1.5-mm-diameter incoming beam, more than one order of magnitude below the limit set by safety standards. 35 Using a bite-bar attached to a three-axis micropositioner minimizes head movements. A CCD video camera (PCCD) monitors the centration of the natural pupil with respect to the measuring beam.
If a large prismatic power is induced by the tested zone of the ophthalmic lens, a removable prism compensator is placed as near the lens as possible. This allows the beam to stay aligned through our system, avoiding extra aberrations by oblique incidence on the lenses. A focus corrector system is used to remove or to change the refractive error of the ophthalmic lens, the eye or both combined. This allows measurement even in cases of large amounts of defocus. The arrangement consists of two achromatic doublets, L1 (148-mm focal length) and L2 (100-mm focal length), and two mirrors mounted on a moving stage (FS) that increase or decrease the optical path between L1 and L2. Finally, the beam coming from L2 is sampled by the microlens array (MLS; square geometry, 40-mm focal length, single microlens aperture of 0.6 mm). A cooled CCD camera (HSCCD) placed at the focus location of the MLS records the HS images.
The MLS are placed at one focal distance of lens L2. The entrance pupil of the tested system must be placed at the focus of the lens L1 to be conjugated with the MLS plane. In this way, the ophthalmic lens is placed at this point to be measured isolated. In the case of the direct measurements of the eye plus the ophthalmic lens, the entrance pupil of the entire system in real conditions (Fig.  2, ESP) is placed at the focus of L1. To estimate the ESP location, the distance between the back vertex of the ophthalmic lens and the eye's pupil (YP) is considered to be 17 mm. We consider the ESP size to be equal to the tested zone size (Fig. 2, TZ) of the ophthalmic lens because the difference between both is small for normal object distances (Ͻ6.8%, difference for 25-cm object distance).
To reproduce the actual behavior of the eye, the ophthalmic lens
Experimental setup. Pol, lineal polarizer; NDF, variable neutral density filters; M&PH, microscope objective and pinhole; C, collimator achromatic lens; P1, aperture; OL, ophthalmic lens (in our particular experiment, this is a progressive-power lens); YP, eye pupil; PC, prism compensator; FL, focus lens; BS, beam splitter; FS, focus corrector system; L1, L2, achromatic lenses; MLS, microlenses; PCCD, CCD for pupil centering; HSCCD, CCD to capture Hartmann-Shack (HS) images.
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is displaced in three directions and tilted around horizontal and vertical axes. The combination of these movements and rotations permits us to explore different zones of the lens. In practice, spectacle lenses are tilted with respect to the vertical plane. This ensures that the eye sees through the lens when looking downwards. This tilt is called pantoscopic tilt. 36 The rotations around a horizontal axis are made taking into account a pantoscopic tilt of 10°. In Fig.  2 , we present an example of how the eye looks through a zone of the lens to a near object in real conditions and how this is simulated in our measuring system. In our experiment, the vertex distance between the back vertex of the ophthalmic lens and the cornea is 14 mm in primary position. In other sight directions, this distance changes and it is considered in the displacement of the lens.
The WA's are calculated from the HS images for 4.5-mm pupil diameter because larger pupils are uncommon in presbyopic eyes. 37 However, to better show the effect of aberrations in each lens zone, some of the figures contain results analyzed for a 6-mm pupil diameter.
Data Analysis
The image of spots produced by the array of microlenses is recorded and converted into a digital image for processing. Wavefront aberrations are fitted to Zernike polynomials using a method described elsewhere. 22 For an eye under cycloplegia, the maximum pupil size that can be analyzed is limited by the size of the CCD detector (768 ϫ 512 pixels of 9 m per pixel). For our experimental configuration, the WA is computed for pupil diameters in the MLS plane up to 4.05 mm that corresponds to 6 mm at the pupil plane. For this maximum pupil size, we analyze 30 to 36 HS spots, allowing a Zernike decomposition up to fifth order. The measurements in the different zones of the PPL are processed for 4.5-mm size by selecting the appropriate area. We assume that the remaining accommodation in the subjects will compensate for small amounts of defocus induced by the difference between refraction of the zone of the lens and the object distance. For this reason, the value of Zernike coefficient for defocus is set to zero for all the results. From the HS images, we compute the Zernike coefficients (represented using the Optical Society of America standards 38 ) and the root mean square (RMS) of the wavefront aberration. The point-spread function (PSF) and modulation transfer function are also calculated from the WA. As an additional image quality parameter, the Strehl ratio is calculated as the quotient between the intensity peak in the system's PSF and the diffraction-limited PSF.
Experimental Procedure
Measurements in Isolated Progressive-Power Lenses.
We measured the WA at 21 relevant locations across a PPL (Varilux Comfort; Essilor International, France), with plano distance power, 2 D power addition, 18-mm corridor length (vertical measurement from the fitting cross to the center of the near circle) and 2.5-mm inset of the near portion. Fig. 3 shows the specific area of interest on the lens (the dashed contour line) covered by the 21 zones where the aberrations were measured. We selected the locations along the corridor and nearby peripheral zones because these are the most frequently used by subjects.
Measurements of the Naked Eyes. The left eyes of two 29-year-old normal male subjects (SI and RU) were measured without a PPL. From the HS measurements, their refractions were estimated: subject SI Ϫ3.10 Ϫ0.35 ϫ 45 and subject RU Ϫ1.00 Ϫ0.35 ϫ 95. These low amounts of ocular astigmatism were not compensated to study the coupling with the astigmatism of the PPL. They had a spherical corrected visual acuity better than 20/20. Accommodation was paralyzed and the pupil was dilated with two drops of tropicamide (1%). Three HS measurements were obtained, and the standard deviation calculated. The study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and signed informed consent was obtained from the subjects after the nature and all possible consequences of the study had been explained.
Direct Measurements of the Eyes with the Lens. In six representative locations (from 21), we measured the eyes plus the PPL. The selected zones were as follows (shadowed zones in Fig. 3) : within the corridor, 1 and 8; nearby to the corridor in intermediate vision, 7 and 9; near vision, 18; and a peripheral location, 14. a: Schematic behavior of the eye when looking at a near object. b: Simulation of the same situation in our system. The shaded area represents the laser beam used to measure the ophthalmic lens alone. The dotted contour represents the position of the eye. The ray tracing shows the direction of the laser beam when the entire system, eye and the ophthalmic lens, is measured. FA, fixation axis; DIP, distant intersection point; R, rotation center of the eye; , pantoscopic tilt; , angle between lens and FA; YP, eye pupil; ESP, entrance pupil of the system eye and the ophthalmic lens; TZ, tested zone.
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Coupling of Aberrations of the Naked Eyes and the PPL for Different Zones. Testing directly a large number of zones in the lenses in situ is time consuming and requires the collaboration of the subject. However, an estimation of the aberrations of the eye plus lens was obtained as the addition of the independent aberration estimations for both the eye and the lens. In this way, we can explore the nature of the aberration coupling between the lens and the eye by comparing the aberrations of the lens-plus-eye system with those in the lens and the eye measured separately.
RESULTS
Figs. 4a and 5a show the WA and PSF maps with the defocus Zernike coefficient set to zero for 20 relevant zones of the PPL for 6-mm pupil diameter. The PSF maps are shown calculated at the circle of least confusion. 32 The plots for zones of the corridor show typical shapes of coma with a small amount of astigmatism. However, in locations of the PPL outside the corridor, astigmatism increases and becomes the dominant aberration, whereas coma remains fairly similar to the center. Figs. 4b and 5b show the WA and PSF maps of zone number 9 with defocus and astigmatism set to zero (the other zones present similar aberration maps for this condition). As shown in Fig. 4b , in addition to coma, there is also some trefoil. Fig. 5b corresponds to a typical coma-shape PSF. Fig.  6 shows all the Zernike values for the central and peripheral, nasal and temporal, zones of the lens considering 4.5-mm pupil diameter. Defocus (Zernike coefficient 4) is also included to show the evolution of the power over the lens. In addition to astigmatism (coefficients 3 and 5), the most significant aberrations for peripheral zones are coma (coefficients 7 and 8) and trefoil (coefficients 6 and 9). Other higher-order aberrations are nearly negligible for every zone in the lens (in Fig. 7 , we can see the higher-order coefficients for every location in a larger scale for a 4.0-mm pupil diameter). In the nasal and temporal locations, astigmatism coefficient three is opposite in sign, whereas coefficients five have the same sign. In this way, the orientation of the astigmatism is nearly vertically symmetric, and for zones on the same side of the corridor,
FIGURE 3.
Locations of the measured zones in the isolated progressive-power lens. The shadowed zones (1, 7, 8, 9, 14, and 18), which are 4.5 mm in diameter, were also selected to study the coupling lens and eye aberrations. 
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the behavior is similar. The negative cylinder axis is around 55°for temporal zones and 125°for nasal zones. Fig. 8 presents the spatially resolved values of the RMS for the PPL, considering defocus zero (Fig. 8a) and both astigmatism and defocus zero (Fig. 8b) , for 4.5-mm-diameter zones. If astigmatism is included, the RMS values are around 0.10 m for the distance and near reference centers. In the corridor, the total RMS values are between 0.10 and 0.20 m depending on the zone. These values are similar to those of the measured naked eyes, 0.19 m for the eye of subject SI and 0.23 m for the eye of subject RU. The RMS of the lens at locations 3 and 6 mm from the corridor central line is around 0.60 and 0.90 m, respectively. However, if astigmatism is removed, the RMS is between 0.03 and 0.06 m for all tested zones. These values are mainly due to coma and trefoil. Fig. 9 shows, as examples, the Zernike coefficients of zones 7 and 18 of the PPL and of the naked eyes, both independently measured (Fig. 9a ) and in combination with the eye of subject SI (Fig. 9b) and RU (Fig. 9c) . Although the Zernike decomposition is up to fifth order, we only show up to forth order because for fifth order, the values of the coefficients were negligible. As seen in Fig.  9a , the largest contributor to the WA in these zones of the PPL is astigmatism, with smaller amounts of coma and trefoil. These kinds of aberrations are also present in both naked eyes. To com-
FIGURE 7.
High-order aberrations for all zones of the progressive-power lens compared with data from three normal older eyes obtained from Artal et al. 39 4.0 mm pupil diameter. 
FIGURE 6.
Zernike values for the central and peripheral (nasal and temporal) zones of the progressive-power lens for a 4.5-mm pupil diameter. The Seidel aberrations (ab.) corresponding to Zernike coefficients are shown on top of the graph.
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pare the predicted measurements by adding the WA of the eye and the lens with direct measurements on the eye wearing the lens, two sets of data obtained by each procedure are shown in Fig. 9a for subject SI and Fig. 9b for subject RU. For both subjects, the Zernike coefficients from direct measurements and the predicted values by adding wavefronts were similar, nearly within the error bars. Fig. 10 shows the WA with the RMS values and the associated PSF's with the Strehl ratio of zones 7 and 18 of the PPL both independently measured and in combination with the eye of subject SI. The WA and PSF obtained by adding WA's are shown beside these directly measured on the eye wearing the PPL. The WA of the naked eye of subject SI is also shown. These maps provide intuitive information on what aberrations affect the image quality. The WA maps and the PSF of the eye of subject SI are mainly affected by coma, and the tested zones of the PPL are affected by astigmatism. The sum of the WA of the eye and the tested zone of the PPL yields the intuitively expected maps. These maps are very similar to those directly measured. On the other hand, Fig. 10b shows that the RMS of the combination is lower 
FIGURE 9.
Coupling of progressive-power lens and eye aberrations for zones 7 and 18. a: Zernike coefficients of the naked eyes (symbols) and zones 7 and 18 (bars) of the progressive-power lens. Zenike values by adding wavefront aberrations (Sum) and by directly measuring the eye wearing a progressive-power lens (Direct measurement) for the eye of subject SI (b) and the eye of subject RU (c). The Seidel aberrations corresponding to Zernike coefficients are shown on top of the graph. 4.5-mm pupil diameter.
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and the Strehl ratio is larger than in the lens alone. This is mainly due to the partial compensation of astigmatism by the eye. Fig. 11 shows, for each selected zone of the PPL, the RMS values of the combination of the PPL and the eyes, both from direct measurements and the predicted values. Finally, it is interesting to compare the magnitude of the highorder aberrations of the lens with the typical aberrations appearing in a normal older eye. This is shown in Fig. 7 for the 20 locations of the lens and for three older eyes (P1, 2, and 3) from Artal et al. 39 In general, older eyes present larger aberrations than the PPL. In some cases, the coma and trefoil coefficients have similar magnitude in the eye and in the lens. However, in every eye and location of the lens, spherical aberration is larger in the eye.
DISCUSSION
Our results show, as was already well known, 27 that astigmatism is the most prominent aberration found in progressive-power lenses. In the last few years, computer numerical control lathes have been able to generate aspheric surface sections minimizing aberration. However, it will be difficult to completely eliminate astigmatism because it is intrinsic to the design of progressivepower surfaces. This is in accordance with Minkwitz, 27 who stated that it was not possible to produce a progressive-power lens without surface astigmatism and distortion being present at some point. 40 Coma and trefoil are the other dominant aberrations that appear in these lenses when defocus changes along the area of the tested zone. In the corridor and nearby locations of the lens, theses aberrations are slightly larger due to the faster rate of defocus change.
There are many previous theoretical works 33 about the shape and size of the image of a point through a progressive spherical power surface. Maitenaz 34 claimed a unevenly illuminated V-shaped image. Jalie 32 considered a blur image composed of two superimposed ellipses. Bourdoncle et al. 29 found that coma affected the nature of the image when pupil size changed. Burns 33 proposed a retinal blur as a circle increasing the illuminance going down the image. Our results of PSF's in the corridor (Fig. 5) show typical shapes of coma modified by astigmatism and trefoil. Actually, as seen in these plots, the intensity is higher at the bottom of the images due to the orientation of the coma. However, in areas of the PPL outside the corridor, the images are dominated by the astigmatic shape.
Because coma and trefoil are also common in the human eye, the aberration coupling between eye and lens may produce different values of these aberrations. It has been reported that aberration compensation is also present in normal young eyes, where corneal and crystalline lens aberrations tend to partially compensate. 41 A somehow similar situation may happen in some lens zones, the aberrations of the lens may be compensated by the particular aberrations of the eye yielding an improved optical performance than that present in the lens alone. In Fig. 10b , for example, astigmatism of the zone 18 of the PPL is reduced by the small astigmatism of the eye, which provides a lower RMS of the entire system (eye plus lens).
To make testing of lenses plus eye faster and more comfortable, we proposed to obtain the WA of the entire system by adding WA's of the eye and those obtained for different zones of the lens. In this way, determining the aberration of the system only requires measurements of the eye and the zones of the lenses independently. We have compared this approach with results directly obtained from direct measurements on the eye plus the lens for six relevant zones of a PPL. In general, as Figs. 9 and 11 show, the difference between A modulus 2 representation of the wavefront aberrations and the associated point-spread functions of the naked eye of subject SI and the tested zone of the progressive-power lens, zone 7 (a) and zone 18 (b), measured independently and in combination: by adding wavefront aberrations (Sum) and by directly measuring the eye wearing a progressive-power lens (Direct measurement). 4.5-mm pupil diameter. RMS, root mean square.
FIGURE 11.
Root mean square (RMS) of the eyes of subjects SI (a) and RU (b) looking across the six zones of the progressive-power lens by directly measuring the wavefront aberrations (filled triangles) and adding eye and zone of the lens wavefront aberrations (open triangles). 4.5-mm pupil diameter.
112 Wavefront Aberrations of Progressive Power Lens-Villegas & Artal the measured and calculated methods is smaller than the errors bars. However, some sources of error could affect this approach, including errors in lens alignment and/or lens tilt. Eye movements can produce small displacements in the location of the lens with respect the eye. In addition, for zones of the lens with high prismatic deviation that have to be tilted to replicate the normal viewing conditions, the prism compensator may be too separated from the selected zone, causing additional small aberrations because of a too-oblique incident beam. When the vertex distance between the lens and eye is zero, the results from adding the WA's of both elements should equal the results from direct measurements. As the vertex distance increases, the predicted results by adding WA's will not be exact due to the wavefront propagation along this distance. As expected, the conventional vertex distance of 14 mm is small enough to produce substantial differences between the two approaches.
The apparatus that we used to measure the optical quality of ophthalmic lenses, in particular PPL's, have several advantages over previous existing techniques. For instance, the conventional lensmeters only allow for measurement of spherical power and astigmatism, whereas our system also measures high-order aberrations and resembles real viewing conditions. In contrast to lensometers and other typical methods of optical bench such as interferometry, Ronchi test, or Moiré deflectometry, our technique allows for measurement of the lens and eye aberrations under the same optical conditions and to easily predict the final optical quality of the entire system eye with lens for any viewing position.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a HS wavefront sensor capable of measuring the WA at different zones of any type of ophthalmic lens either alone or in combination with the eye. In particular, this system has been applied to study the spatially resolved optical performance at different locations under normal viewing conditions in progressive-power lenses. The expected on-eye performance of lenses may be accurately predicted from the careful measurement and addition of aberrations of a naked eye plus the lens.
In addition to astigmatism, third-order coma and trefoil were found present in the PPL's. In areas of the PPL outside the corridor, astigmatism increases, whereas other aberrations remain relatively constant from the lens center. For specific positions and viewing conditions, it is possible for the eye aberrations to be coupled with those in the lens to yield a system with lower aberrations than the lens alone. However, it must be noted that for the distance, near, and corridor zones, the aberrations of the lens are similar to those present in the measured young eyes. Moreover, typical aberrations in older eyes are significantly larger 39 than in young eyes. Some zones of the PPL have similar magnitude of coma and trefoil than older eyes. In this way, these aberrations and noncorrected astigmatism of the presbyopic eyes could be coupled with those of the lens zones, significantly changing the final retinal image quality.
In addition, there is another important point to be considered: the relative impact of different aberrations on visual performance. Because not every aberration likely has the same impact in visual perception, further research is required to completely understand the permissible amounts and best combinations of different aberrations to improve vision in ophthalmic lens design.
